Project Name:
CD/DVD Media Kit

Specifications:
Components: Introduction Letter
Spiral-bound guide book
(6) CDs and (1) DVD duplication
Glossy color labels
DVD case with insert
Shipping box with label

Fulfillment: Insert discs into case
Collate components
Prepare packages for shipping
Deliver to USPS

Distribution: First-Class mail

Quantity: 250 kits

Why We Do It Better:
• HP Indigo print quality that’s superior to all toner-based digital printing technologies on the market
• Edit pitch/tempo on MP3 sound tracks and record audio CD masters
• Duplicate 250 sets each of 7 discs, affix labels
• Retail-grade disc packaging
• Collate and spiral bind books
• Collate all components into white shipping box, affix label
• All tasks are performed in-house for a fast and exceptionally cost-effective turn-key solution